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Important Notice 

 
ATTENTION: ALL CURRENT 

AND FORMER DDS CUSTOMERS 
 

You are receiving this notice because you have signed a 
contract with Digital Dispatch Systems Inc., now known as DDS 
Wireless International, Inc. (DDS) 
 

This notice is a reminder that the TLC has set a deadline of 
next Friday – December 31, 2010 – for you to sign an agreement 
with one of the two other contractors who provide TPEP systems and 
services – Mobile Knowledge Corp. (CMT) and VeriFone, Inc. (VTS).  
Note: You may only sign up with one of these vendors. 
 

If you have not already signed up with either CMT or VTS, you 
must contact them (at the numbers provided below) to choose the 
one you wish to contract with for TPEP systems and services, as 
soon as possible but in any case prior to 
December 31, 2010. 
 
CMT: (718) 937-4444 
VTS: (718) 752-1656 x255 
 

In addition, you will be required to switch your TPEP systems to 
either CMT or VTS and have them installed as of your first vehicle 
inspection on and following February 1, 2011.  (Those vehicles that 
are due for inspection in May 2011, will be required to have their 
vehicles inspected for purposes of TPEP system installation in April 
2011.) 
 

Contact DDS at (718) 361-2345 to learn the location of a DDS 
authorized de-installation center. (Note: DDS may not charge you an 
early termination fee for switching to either of these other TPEP 
contractors.) 
 

The Agreement between DDS and the City of New York to provide 
TPEP systems and services expired on September 30, 2010. 
However, DDS is contractually obligated to service and maintain its 
systems until the end of a transition period (which TLC is targeting 
for April 30, 2011).



 


